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BOUNDED MULTIPLIER CONVERGENCE IN MEASURE

OF RANDOM VECTOR SERIES

C. RYLL-NARDZEWSKI AND W. A. WOYCZYNSKI

ABSTRACT.   If the series 2/. of random vectors with values in a Ba-

nach space converges unconditionally in measure, then, for each  (a) e I    ,

the series 2 A./,  also converges unconditionally in measure.

Recall that the series of elements of a topological group is said to be un-

conditionally convergent if it remains convergent after arbitrary permutation

of its terms.  The following proposition is, essentially, a classical result due

to Orlicz (cf. also [2, Theorem l]).

Proposition 1. Let (x.) be a sequence of elements of a sequentially com-

plete topological abelian group. Then the series 2x. converges uncondition-

ally if and only if for every sequence of <r. = +  the series  2 t .x. converges.

Now, let  i£, il • ||) be a Banach space and let  (T, U, u) be a probability

system.   By definition   L   (T, (A, u; A) = L   (A)  is the linear  complete

metric space of all measurable functions on  (T, (l, p.) with values in  A (i.e.

p. - a.e. limits of simple functions) equipped with the quasi-norm

!|/||0 = min!c: c~lp\t: \f(t)\ > c\ < 1|.

Theorem 1.   If for all choices of e. = ±1   the series  2 e.f., f. £ L  (X.),

converges in  L  (A) then also for each sequence (A.) e l°°  the series  2 A./.

converges in  L  (A).

In the special case  A = R this theorem was obtained by Maurey and Pi-

sier [l] but our method of proof is much shorter and more elementary.   Proposi-

tion 1 and Theorem 1 give us immediately the following theorem which con-

firms a long-standing conjecture (cf. [3, Problem III.6.8]).

Theorem 2.   /t7  L  (A),  unconditional convergence of the series  2 /.   is

equivalent to convergence of all the series 2 A./., (A.) £ /°°.

Notice that Theorem 2 may be used as a tool in constructing an integral

of any bounded real measurable function with respect to the bounded (random)

measure with values in  L  (A) (cf. [3, Theorem III.6.2]).   For integrals with
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respect to random measures with independent values on disjoint sets more in-

formation is available from [4].

Proof of Theorem 1.   By [2, Lemma 2], given the sequence A = (A;.), \Xi \

< 1,  for each sequence  (x.) C 9l and arbitrary  n e N,  we have the inequality

1 " 1        " )      1
p\u.):   y ex. >-  y x.x. y>-,

where   P = (Pn + f\V2,    and   Px   is the probability on  {—1, +l]N  such that

the random variables  {-1, +1\   aie.)—,(., j = 1, 2, •■•,  are independent

and / e. dPx = X      Now, given the sequence (/•) C L (A), for each  t e T,

we have that

Integrating this inequality with respect to the measure  p we get that

(pxP)J0,(e.)):| £ tj.it)    >I     Jy.W     >I,       B6N.
( |:=l b     i=l )      °

By the Fubini theorem (notice that  max  is taken over the finite set)

(1) max J/:     f) « / (/)    > I    f *./.(*)  I > I,       „ e N.
(e,.)     ( i=l ° j i = l \     8

Now, let

ti"\t:i\\£x<f<{t)l>c\> c>o'

and p(Tj) > 0.  Put p,(A) = p(A n T^/pX^), A ed.  Applying (1) to the mea-

sure pj  (instead of p) we have that

max pAt :     £  e./.-W    >c[
(e.)        (       | , = 1 J

>max^j/:     £ e.f{(t)    > I    £ A./.W  f > I,       » e N,

and, eventually, by definition of pj,  we get that

i /       1      ( » I /
(2)max/i^:    ^ €.f.(t)    > c\ > -pit :     £  A / (/) \ > 8c\,     «eN,

le.)     I       «=l )      8     (        i'=l | j

which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Notice that inequality (2) implies that for each  c > 0

(        1 i )        )
ic : —  max  nit :     V   e.f At)    > c} < IV
1        C    Xt.)   F) tx    " )'    )

and   that the above inclusion and the definition of the quasi-norm   || • || „ give

us also the following quantitative result.

Theorem 3.   Let if.) C L°i%) and (A .) £ l°°, |A . | < 1.   Then for each

?? e N

i  A./.       <3max     ±e.f.      .
2 = 1 o («,-)     z' = 1 o
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